HIV-1 Nef and host proteome analysis: Current perspective.
Proteome represents the set of proteins being produced by an organism at a given time. Comparative proteomic profiling of a healthy and diseased state is likely to reflect the dynamics of a disease process. Proteomic techniques are widely used to discover novel biomarkers and decipher mechanisms of HIV-1 pathogenesis. Proteomics is thus emerging as an indispensable tool of monitoring a disease process and intense interactions between HIV-1 and host. Nef is known to regulate various functions in the host to establish the state of infection. This review gives an overview of all proteomic studies done on HIV infection and HIV associated disorders including recent developments in Nef-host proteomic profiling. Here, we propose an emphasis on Nef based proteomic studies. We also discuss the future prospects and the technical and biological challenges involved in proteomic studies. Future studies with Nef related proteomic investigation are likely to identify more targets for diagnosis and therapy.